Study of Universal Thermal Comfort Index in Housing Estate Public Space in Bangkok, Thailand
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A lower external temperature increases comfort and reduces the chance of heat stress; it can be impacted by the density of the urban area, and this is an important issue for the residents in housing estate developments. Therefore, to sustainably reduce this issue, the external temperature is important to manage for urban public spaces’ development. This article reports the results of studies on increasing thermal comfort in public areas by adding different types of shading into computer programs, Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, to calculate the Universal Thermal Comfort Index (UTCI). Increasing the outdoor comfort can be done by adding shaded areas via large trees that can result in thermal reduction and humidity increase, but they do not obstruct air circulation. The result can be used as a guideline for the design of public spaces in housing estates to meet the outdoor comfort efficiently and support the users’ expectations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The World’s temperature is starting to increase due to climate change, which is especially important in cities with many buildings. As a result, many residents in urban areas are impacted by heat stress (Li et al., 2011). To prevent the occurrence of heat stress, outdoor comfort should be considered in the design and development of housing estates by providing appropriate public space, in the form of gardens or parks (Choruengwiwat et al., 2019; Srivanit and Jareemit, 2020). Outdoor comfort is part of thermal comfort, and it is the extent of the condition where the air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed are suitable to make the human body feel comfortable - not too hot or too cold (Nugroho et al., 2020). The human body can be compared to an internal combustion engine, it must have heat transfer otherwise it will result in uncomfortable feelings (Peccolo, 1962; Wang et al., 2004).

Outdoor thermal comfort is related to three key variables. Air temperature (Ta) is the first thermal comfort variable, which can change due to the season. The thermal comfort boundary of Thai people is between 25.6-31.5 °C (Jitkhajornwanich, 2007; Srivanit & Jareemit, 2020). Next, relative humidity (Rh) is another variable for thermal comfort. If the relative humidity is too high, sweat does not evaporate easily, causing hot and uncomfortable feelings. When the relative humidity is too low, sweat evaporates easily irritating the skin and nose. Approximately, a suitable relative humidity is between 62.2-90.0 % (Jitkhajornwanich, 2007). The air velocity (Va) has a convection ability that can affect humans by reducing the body temperature. If the air velocity is too low, it will not take heat from the body, causing a sultry and hot feeling. While if the air velocity is too high, it will take too much heat from the body causing a cold feeling. An air velocity that creates thermal comfort is between 1.0 – 2.0 m/s (Thongsri et al., 2006). Finally, solar radiation (Sr) is electromagnetic waves that radiate from the sun. It enters through the Earth's atmosphere and the Earth's atmosphere and surface absorbs about 65%, converted into heat energy, causing the temperature of the Earth's atmosphere and surface to rise (Choruengwiwat et al., 2019). Therefore, the influences can be controlled by space designing, such as tree planting for creating the shadows or the cover way construction which can also create the shades. However, the effect of the trees results in a different moisturizing and shady atmosphere than the cover way (Abdi et al., 2020; Hsieh et al., 2018).

Therefore, one of the outdoor thermal comfort indicators that are key in several research articles is the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) (Silva & Hirashima, 2021; Wang & Yi, 2021), which focuses on the presentation of the environment’s temperature in a balanced state and how humans can feel at that time, but excludes personal details, and it is based on meteorological data (Blazejczyk et al., 2011; Bröde et al., 2013). However, personal details are included in the human sense for the universal environment. As an indicator, the UTCI can be measured as a feeling level, which is something that a person perceives from their skin (Bröde et al., 2011). Although UTCI has used a few variables, it is suitable for situations with variable measurement limitations. In terms of reliability, there has been considered by many research articles/journals, which have chosen UTCI as suitable for international presentation, and this has proven that UTCI is internationally reliable (Fahmy and Elwy, 2016; Havenith et al., 2011; Milosevic et al., 2017).

Outdoor well-being is very important in the grand real estate designing and developing process since it is a support in having a convenient outside lifestyle for the residencies. Moreover, it helps provide social interaction and create a way to have health care activities. Therefore, to have a rapid analysis, the study of Rakha (2015) suggested the Rhinoceros and Grasshopper Programs as they are effective programs for simulation. For more illustration, the Rhinoceros Program is the application for 3 dimension work designing which is outstanding in the parametric model and NURBS. After that, the add-on program or Grasshopper which is equipped with sets of tools that is capable in data analysis and engineering calculation such as this article’s simulation that has used the toolsets named Ladybug and Honeybee for calculating the result of the UTCI as per the above mentioned.

According to a study of shaded areas, adding appropriate areas of shade affects thermal comfort, which encourages the use of public areas, and this will be beneficial to the health of the residents. To be suitable to specify design details and reduce future problems, this study has evaluated the effect of shade on outdoor conditions by using two computer programs, Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, which have been used widely in previous publications in a wide range of international academic journals (Naboni et al., 2017; Nakano et al., 2015; Rakha & Reinhart, 2012), and this could be used to encourage design that is more environmentally friendly. The paper is structured in three sections: (1) methodology; (2) results and discussion; and (3) conclusions.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Study’s Variables

Several variables are required to calculate the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI), as shown...
Table 1 Variables used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variable list</th>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Controlled variable</th>
<th>Variable description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Air temperature: Ta</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Weather data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Relative humidity: Rh</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wind velocity: Va</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Solar radiation: Sr</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Simulation Date-time</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Building model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tree model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cover way model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the above Table 1, the variables that are relevant to the value of well-being have been divided into 2 groups which are controlled variables that must be supervised to be in the same condition in every situation (variables No. 1-6) and independent variable to study the differences of tree model and cover way model designs. Additionally, this research has used the stable secondary data as the managing variables and used the tree model and cover way model as the unrestrained variables, to study the changes and the effects of the differences.

2.2 Outdoor Comfort Simulation

The outdoor comfort simulation consists of the tools-used date-time setting physical models and processing from the creation of processing units, as in the description in Figure 1. This is included as an implementation methodology, according to the educational framework.

![Figure 1: Method of study, according to the research framework.](image-url)
Fig. 1 describes the study processes which are split into 5 major tasks which are (1) The works of literature and related researches review is the step for studying and collecting the researches that have mentioned the outdoor comfort, (2) The step of research tools study which has been studied during the literature review since the document exploration was separated into 2 parts as the study area tools for gaining the physical data of the space and the content data for the UTCI value calculation. The study was resulted in finding the most proper tools which have been the Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, (3) The third step is the data preparation for the simulation. For more description, the inputs are both from the field survey figures and the secondary data to create an appropriate alternative, (4) Next step is to simulate by applying the Rhinoceros and Grasshopper Programs to compare the base-case with the alternative, and (5) The final step is the study summary.

2.3 Study Area

This study selected a public park in a housing estate in the Bangkok area, which is located at latitude 14.012129, longitude 100.681005, and with an area of 31,200 m², as shown in Fig. 2. The hottest date of the year was chosen as a simulation date, and the periods for the simulation were 9:00-11:00 (representing the morning period), 13:00-15:00 (representing the maximum solar radiation period), and 16:00-18:00 (representing the full day temperature accumulation). Therefore, this article has 29 April as the simulation data, which was retrieved from weather data files called STAT and EPW, which can be downloaded from energyplus.net/weather, using the Rhinoceros and Grasshopper software.

Rhinoceros is a 3D computer-aided design (CAD) program that focuses on parametric modeling and NURBs ability, which can send the 3D model’s data for engineering calculation and analysis in Grasshopper. Grasshopper is a visual programming language and environment, which runs within Rhinoceros, and there are many plugins in Grasshopper, such as Ladybug, Honeybee, Butterfly, and Dragonfly. Grasshopper, when using components of the plugin Ladybug, can do UTCI calculations for Rhinoceros 3D models (Roudsari & Pak, 2013).

2.4 Rhinoceros and Grasshopper

The hottest date of the year was chosen as a simulation date, and the periods for the simulation were 9:00-11:00 (representing the morning period), 13:00-15:00 (representing the maximum solar radiation period), and 16:00-18:00 (representing the full day temperature accumulation). Therefore, this article has 29 April as the simulation data, which was retrieved from weather data files called STAT and EPW, which can be downloaded from energyplus.net/weather, using the Rhinoceros and Grasshopper software.
The more complicated the surface, the more time that will be needed for the simulation processing. The computer models are formed by simple shapes, such as box and pyramid shapes, to represent the natural shape of the trees (Reinhart et al., 2013), and the shapes of each tree used in this research are presented in Figure 3. The weather data was downloaded from the EnergyPlus website, and the details are shown in Figure 4.

Grasshopper is a visual programming language (VPL), so the method to create a suite for processing can be done by dragging and dropping the required components into the canvas. In this study, the important components that were used in the UTCI simulation processing were obtained from the Ladybug plugin, as shown in Figure 5.
2.5 Simulation Scenarios

To study the effects of various shade types, four different scenarios vary by shade type, presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Base-case</th>
<th>Case-1</th>
<th>Case-2</th>
<th>Case-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shading area increase</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,047</td>
<td>1,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Existing area</td>
<td>Increased tree shading</td>
<td>Increased cover-way shading</td>
<td>Increased trees and cover-way shading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS

This section consists of two parts: UTCI simulation results and then results from the analysis. From the processing there are two types of results, for the three periods (9:00-11:00, 13:00-15:00, 16:00-18:00) and all four simulation cases, namely heat maps and numeric dataset (the unit of these results is °C) are presented. Therefore, it is necessary to bring both results together for a complete analysis, as in Table 3.
From the results presented above, the efficiency of the shade type in each case can be analyzed from the ratio of the \( \Delta \text{UTCI} \) to the increase in the color space (°C/m²), with the details of the three cases as follows:

1. Case-1: An increase of 598.71 m² in tree shade has a result in the ratio of \( \Delta \text{UTCI} \) per increased shade area between 9:00-11:00, 13:00-15:00 and 16:00-18:00 as \( 4.68 \times 10^{-4} \), \( 4.68 \times 10^{-4} \), and \( 3.34 \times 10^{-4} \) °C/m², respectively. When considering the whole day, the ratio of \( \Delta \text{UTCI} \) per increased shade area is \( 4.17 \times 10^{-4} \) °C/m².

2. Case-2: Increase of 1,047.22 m² in cover-way shading has a result in the ratio of \( \Delta \text{UTCI} \) per increased shade area between 9:00-11:00, 13:00-15:00 and 16:00-18:00 as \( 1.05 \times 10^{-4} \), \( 0.95 \times 10^{-4} \) and \( 0.48 \times 10^{-4} \) °C/m², respectively. When considering the whole day, the ratio of \( \Delta \text{UTCI} \) per increased shade area is \( 0.85 \times 10^{-4} \) °C/m².

3. Case-3: Increase of 1,424.79 m² in tree shade and cover-way shading has a result in the ratio of \( \Delta \text{UTCI} \) per increased shade area between
9:00-11:00, 13:00-15:00 and 16:00-18:00 as 2.31 x 10^{-4}, 2.24 x 10^{-4} and 1.61 x 10^{-4} °C/m², respectively. When considering the whole day, the ratio of AUTCI per increased shade area is 2.03 x 10^{-4} °C/m².

When arranging the efficiency of the shade types over a whole day for each case by descending order, the results are as follows: Case-1, Case-3, and Case-2.

A summary of the results of the UTCI simulation analysis is a decrease in the UTCI that is linked to an increase in the shaded area. The greater the shaded area increase, the more that the UTCI will be reduced. A summary of the results of the shade type efficiency is an increase in the tree shade that can cause a decrease in the UTCI. The efficiency of the shade types in descending order are as follows: tree shade was the most efficient, then the tree and cover-way shading, and the cover-way shading alone was the least efficient, which is in the same direction as the others outdoor thermal comfort indicator (Srivaniit & Jareemit, 2020). An increase in the shaded area can reduce the occurrence of heat stress in public space and having a suitable area of shade will encourage more use of the public space.

From the results above, the suggestions for shade area design in urban housing estate development are as follows: to prevent the occurrence of heat stress, they should be designed to have appropriate and sufficient shaded areas with covering for the outdoor public space. The efficiency of trees for shade means the design of outdoor public space should have more trees for shade than other shade types.

4. CONCLUSION

From the need for great outdoor spaces to support the living environment of residents who live in the large-scale real estate project, the UTCI index is adopted to measure the outdoor thermal comfort which reflects the quality of the space design. By using the computer programming -Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, its features in modeling techniques for developing a model and create an environmental impact evaluation suite. The results present the significance and acceptable of adding shaded areas via large trees that can result in thermal reduction and humidity increase, comparing with the shading from mand-made cover way as mentioned in the research of Hsieh et al. (2018) that increasing of the tree shadows can reduce the area heat and also affect to decrease the building energy usage. The trees provided efficient shade, but they do not obstruct air circulation and supply the moisture to the surrounding air, which benefits the comfort condition and induces highly area appreciation from the residents (Abdi et al., 2020).

The study also found that the study processes, tools, and techniques can be an example to design and create shading areas for open space in the housing estate, there were able to conclude alternatives that are consistent with the principles and gain useful information for decision making very well. The results of the study also provide evidence to support this method that simulations by Rhinoceros and Grasshopper programs in the design of environment (Nakano, 2015; Rakha, 2015), for selecting the appropriate model for the further development of the project.
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